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Abstract

Image denoising is one of the fundamental prob-
lems in low-level computer vision since it has found
more and more real-world applications every day. Var-
ious approaches have been used for image denoising
throughout the years such as block-matching and 3D
filtering (BM3D). In the recent years learning-based
approaches have outperformed the traditional meth-
ods such as BM3D. However, most of these learning-
based methods makes the assumption that the real-
world noise is fully modeled with various noise model
such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). These
methods struggle to achieve outstanding performance
when it comes to real-world noide. With the recent re-
lease of real-world noise datasets such as Smartphone
Image Denoising Dataset (SIDD) and Darmstadt Noise
Dataset (DND), the limitation caused by lack of real
world noise data has eliminated. In this paper, we pro-
pose a deep convolutional autoencoder network com-
bined with symmetric residual connections for real im-
age denoising. We used the real-world images provided
by SIDD for the training of the proposed model. Also,
we have experimented with L1, L2, SSIM, MS-SSIM
and sum of L1 and MS-SSIM loss functions in order
to optimize the performance of our proposed model
both qualitatively and quantitative. Our experimen-
tal results show that our proposed model outperforms
the traditional methods and offers similar performance
with state-of-the-art methods in blind real image de-
noising.

1. Introduction
Image denoising aims at removing the noise of a

given noisy image which is an essential task in low-
level computer vision. Nowadays, with the increase of
digital imaging, image denoising has found many real-
world use cases such as medical image denoising. In
the literature there can be found considerable amount
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Figure 1: A and B are ground-truth and noisy image
pair from SIDD dataset [1]. C through E are sample
denoised images using [5], [19] and Our method respec-
tively. (Best viewed on high-resolution display.)

of research done for the removal of various noise mod-
els (e.g., salt and pepper noise, additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN)). Although those noise models are used
to represent real-world noise, there is a considerable
difference between current noise models and real-world
noise [1].

In the literature, learning based methods are proven
their performance. Recent state-of-the-art image de-
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noising methods such as FDnCNN[19] and REDNet
[10] which use deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) have remarkable denoising performance on
various noise models. However, since real-world noise is
not fully represented by any noise model, performance
of these methods are limited by the noise model used
in the training of the models [1]. Even in some cases,
depending on the noise model and noise level, tradi-
tional methods such as BM3D [5] can outperform the
learning-based methods.

Another factor which affects the performance of
learning-based methods is the loss function used while
training the model. In the literature mean square er-
ror (L1 loss) and mean absolute error (L2 loss) are
widely used as loss function. However, these functions
do not consider the nature of Human Visual System
(HVS). As an example, L2 loss assumes that the im-
pact of noise is independent from the characteristics of
the image [23]. Due to the sensitivity of the HVS to lo-
cal luminance, contrast and structure, this assumption
causes poor result for human observers [15].

In this paper, we propose a deep convolutional au-
toencoder with skip connections in order to pass valu-
able information to the deeper layers of the model.
Our model also utilizes several loss functions in order
to boost its denoising performance. Also, we trained
our model with real-world noisy and ground truth im-
age pairs provided by Smartphone Image Denoising
Dataset (SIDD) [1]. Our model can achieve com-
petitive results with state-of-the-art methods such as
BM3D [5], FDnCNN [19] and REDNet [10] in blind
image denoising in color images.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides a brief summary of existing image denois-
ing methods, noise types, datasets and image quality
metrics used in the literature. Section 3 presents the
proposed method and discusses about its features. In
Section 4 we talk about our experimental setup and ex-
tensive evaluations. We present our results in Section
5 and conclude the paper by discussing our findings in
Section 6.

2. Related Work
In this section, we will present existing tradi-

tional and state-of-the-art image denoising methods.
Then, we will discuss about available image denoising
datasets. Also, we will present image quality assess-
ments which is necessary when measuring the quality
of an image in a quantitative manner.

2.1. Traditional Methods

BM3D [5] is widely known as a traditional im-
age denoising method in the literature. It uses ef-

fective filtering in 3D transform domain by combining
sliding-window transform processing with block match-
ing. Burger et al. [3] showed that when the noisy image
does not contain any regular structure, denoising per-
formance BM3D is decreased. Also, it is shown that a
plain multi-layer perceptron (MLP) can achieve simi-
lar denoising performance with BM3D by Burger et al.
[3].

2.2. State-Of-The-Art Methods

One of the recent additions to image denoising liter-
ature is denoising autoencoders. Autoencoders aim to
learn an approximation to identity function. By taking
this property of autoencoders into account, denoising
autoencoders forces the model to learn reconstruction
of the input given its noisy version [7].

In the literature there are many proposed methods
for image denoising which uses denoising autoencoders
[7, 16, 4, 17]. Gondara [7] proposed an autoencoder
based denoiser for medical imaging domain. Xie [16]
et al. and Ye [17] et al. proposed stacking multiple
denoising autoencoders in order to better model the
noise.

2.3. Datasets

As it is with many machine learning related research,
data is one of the major factors which limits the per-
formance. Image denoising is no exception. However,
recently with the release of new datasets such as SIDD
[1] and Darmstadt Noise Dataset (DND) [13], the bot-
tleneck caused by the lack of high-quality data has de-
creased. In the literature SIDD and DND are also used
as a benchmarking tool for image denoising methods.

2.4. Image Quality Assessment

Image Quality Assessment (IQA) is another related
important research topic. It aims to measure the qual-
ity of the images in a quantitative way. For image de-
noising domain, having a quantitative metric to mea-
sure the quality of the images precisely is vital for opti-
mizing learning based denoising models. Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM)
[15] are widely used in the literature for measuring the
quality of images. Feature Similarity Index (FSIM) [21]
is another quality metric which measures the dissimi-
larity between two images based on local information.
Furthermore, Zhao [22] et al. proposed a novel method
which is a combined version of Multi-Scale Structural
Similarity (MS-SSIM) and mean square error (MSE)
in order to eliminate each methods drawback.
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Figure 2: Proposed network architecture where ”+” denotes element wise sum of feature maps.

3. Proposed Method
We propose a deep fully convolutional autoencoder

with residual connections in order to reduce the degra-
dation problem which occurs in deep networks. We
benefit from Convolutional (Conv.), Transposed Con-
volutional (ConvT.), Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [11]
and Sigmoid layers in the architecture.

3.1. Network Architecture

The network takes a color image as input with size
3xMxN and passes it through eight times convolu-
tion and ReLU (Conv+ReLU) layers with one padding
applied to keep the input size constant. We refer
to these layers as encoder layers. Output of the en-
coder layers are then passed to the decoder layers
which are seven transposed convolution and ReLU
(ConvT+ReLU) layers followed by one transposed con-
volution and sigmoid layer. We use Sigmoid function
in output layer to clip the output values of our net-
work between 0 and 1. Like encoder layers, decoder
layers also have one padding applied to keep the in-
put size constant. Throughout the network we placed
symmetric residual connections which transfers high-
level information to deeper layers in order to reduce
the effects of degradation problem. Visualization of
our architecture can be seen in the figure 2.

We used 3 channel in, 64 channel out convolutional
layer as input layer and 64 channel in, 3 channel out
Transposed Convolutional layer as output layer. All
other layers have 64 channel input and 64 layer out-
put. We also used 3x3 kernel size for convolution and
transposed convolution layers throughout the network.
We used ADAM optimizer [9] with weight decay rate
of 0.05 and learning rate 10−4. At 60% and 90% per-
cent of the training learning rate is multiplied by 10−1.
As loss function we used many variations of L1, L2,
PSNR, SSIM, MS-SSIM and FSIM [21] functions.

3.2. Training Dataset

We preferred Smartphone Image Denoising Dataset
(SIDD) [1] due to its quality and amount of data it pro-
vides. SIDD dataset provides high-quality real-world
noisy images and their noise free ground truths which
are taken with smartphones and DSLR cameras respec-
tively. SIDD dataset has 3 versions which are small,
medium and full version. Small version of the dataset
contains 160 image pairs and it is approximately 6 GB.
Medium version of the dataset contains 320 image pairs
and approximately 12 GB. Full version of the dataset
contains 12000 image pairs and approximately 450 GB.
We used medium version of the SIDD dataset due to its
manageable size. As training dataset, we randomly se-
lected 90% of medium version of the dataset. Remain-
ing 10% of the data is used as validation set. Before the
training phase we randomly cropped 128 × 128 patches
from images batch size x number of epochs times and
saved them for fast training.

(a) Ground-Truth (b) Noisy

Figure 3: Sample cropped patches from SIDD dataset.

3.3. Validation Dataset

As we mentioned in the training dataset section, we
used 10% of the SIDD medium version dataset as val-
idation set. We recorded validation loss by using val-
idation dataset at each epoch in order to better un-
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derstand and optimize the training process of the pro-
posed model. We calculated validation loss as mean
loss throughout the validation set for each epoch.

4. Experiments
We focused on removing real world noise from

color images. To implement, train and evaluate
our proposed method we used PyTorch [12]. All
the experiments are conducted in Python 3.8.2 en-
vironment using PyTorch 1.6.0 running on a PC
with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770K CPU and Nvidia
GTX 1080 GPU with 8 GB video memory. The
training of a single model can be done in about 3
hours. Some demonstrations of the proposed method
are available at: https://yilmazdoga.com/deep_
residual_autoencoder_for_real_image_denoising
also, the implementation is available at:
https://github.com/yilmazdoga/Deep_Residual_
Autoencoder_for_Real_Image_Denoising.

4.1. Performance Evaluation Criteria

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed
model, we needed a reliable metric to quantitatively
measure the quality of the resulting denoised image. In
the literature there are many IQA metrics which can
be used for evaluating the quality of denoised images
produced by our proposed method. Neural Image As-
sessment (NIMA) [14] and Deep Image Structure and
Texture Similarity (DISTS) [6] can be given as exam-
ples of state-of-the-art image quality evaluation met-
rics. However, these state-of-the-art metrics are not
fully adopted by the literature. For the sake of com-
parability, we are evaluating the performance of our
proposed method with traditional metrics which are
SSIM and PSNR.

4.2. Test Datasets

Two test sets are used for evaluating color im-
age denoising performance which are Darmstadt Noise
Dataset (DND) and SIDD. DND dataset consists of
50 high-resolution images with realistic image noise.
We used noisy images provided by DND as our first
test dataset without applying any manipulation. From
SIDD dataset we used 256 by 256 image patches from
images which are not used in our training or validation
sets as our second test dataset.

4.3. Effects of Residual Learning

To test the effects of residual learning, we trained
two networks with and without residual connections.
Training of these two networks was done using the same
dataset which is the medium sized version of SIDD

Table 1: Average PSNR and SSIM scores of proposed
network with and without residual connections.

Method Name Average PSNR Average SSIM
With Residual
Connections 37.75 0.898

Without Residual
Connections 32.68 0.872

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Sample denoised image using proposed model
with residual connections (a), without residual connec-
tions (b).

dataset. We observed that that network with residual
connections perform better than the network without
residual connections. In the table 1 average PSNR and
SSIM scores of both models can be found. Also, a sam-
ple image denoised with both networks can be found
in the figure 4.

4.4. Effects of Different Loss Functions

Table 2: Average PSNR and SSIM scores of proposed
network with L1, L2, SSIM, MS-SSIM and L1 + MS-
SSIM loss functions.

Loss Function Average PSNR Average SSIM
L1 37.93 0.895
L2 37.71 0.891
SSIM 37.25 0.900
MS-SSIM 35.91 0.895
L1 + MS-SSIM 37.75 0.898

Beside optimizing the performance of our network,
we also aimed to optimize the loss function we used
with our network. With the objective of using a better
loss function we trained our model with 5 different loss
functions which are L1, L2, SSIM, MS-SSIM, and L1
+ MS-SSIM which is proposed by Zhao [22] et al. Per-
formance comparison of all loss functions can be found
in table 2. Also, sample images denoised with all loss
functions can be found in figure 5.
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(a) L2 (b) L1 (c) SSIM (d) MS-SSIM (e) L1 + MS-SSIM

Figure 5: Sample images denoised with proposed network using L1, L2, SSIM, MS-SSIM and L1 + MS-SSIM loss
functions.

5. Results
In this section we present our results in blind real-

noise denoising in color images both quantitatively and
qualitatively. We picked our proposed model with L1
+ MS-SSIM loss function as the best performer and all
of the results shown in this section are obtained using
that model. The results are compared with state-of-
the-art methods which DND dataset benchmark page
provides. We used DND datasets for conducting com-
parison with state-of-the-art methods.

Table 3: Benchmark results provided by DND dataset
webpage.

Method Name Average PSNR Average SSIM
GMSNet-B [8] 40.237 0.9616
MIRNet [18] 39.88 0.9563
RIDNet [2] 39.2555 0.9528
Ours 37.9069 0.9391
FFDNet+ [20] 37.6107 0.9415
BM3D [5] 34.51 0.8507
DnCNN [19] 32.4296 0.79
Original Noisy 29.836 0.7018

At table 3 benchmark results of best performer
model with the benchmark results of state-of-the-art
and traditional methods are given. More benchmark
data of other denoising methods are available at DND
dataset webpage. From the benchmark data we can
say that our proposed method outperforms traditional
methods. However, although there are some state-of-
the-art methods which our method is similar in terms
of performance there are some state-of-the-art meth-
ods which outperform our method. Also, when we look
at qualitative results are shown in the figure 6 it can
be seen that our method outperforms traditional meth-
ods and offers similar performance with state-of-the-art
methods. All in all, the performance of our proposed
method outperforms traditional methods however, it

(a) Ground-Truth (b) Noisy

(c) BM3D (d) FDnCNN

(e) Ours

Figure 6: A and B are high-definition (1920x1200)
ground-truth and noisy image pair from SIDD dataset
[1]. C through E are sample denoised images using
[5], [19] and Our method respectively. (Best viewed on
high-resolution display.)

falls behind when it comes to cutting edge of state-of-
the-art-methods.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a deep autoencoder com-

bined with residual connections as a solution to the
blind real image denoising problem. We used SIDD [1]
to obtain the real-world noisy image data in order for
our model to learn real world noise. Results show that
our network can outperform traditional methods and
also can achieve similar performance with state-of-the-
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art methods in blind real image denoising. We believe
that our proposed model has potential to achieve im-
proved denoising performance by adding feature atten-
tion module.
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